CMP Club M presents

DREAM ENRICHMENT Classes

Club M is thrilled to offer a unique and exciting opportunity for our Club M students! Dream Enrichment Classes will be coming to do six classes featuring three amazing subjects. For over ten years, Dream Enrichment Classes has provided high quality, engaging enrichment activities in our community and has been at the forefront of supplemental education in the greater Sacramento area. Whether your child has a budding interest in engineering, an obsession with drawing, or is just starting their journey toward finding their passion, they offer a class for that!

Please review the following class descriptions provided by Dream Enrichment Classes:

- We are offering Early Engineers (Lego Science Building) because we have so many students who love math and science. We want our kids to be exposed to topics like velocity, momentum and bioluminescence, alongside a familiar friend, the Lego brick. Familiarity now, will lead to the confidence to engage later. Early Engineers (Lego Science Building) will have 4 classes just for TK & K and 2 classes just for 1st and 2nd graders.

- We are offering Firefly Art because the creative process is a fundamental part of development. Firefly Art teaches drawing skills with a variety of art media and it teaches children life skills. In Firefly Art, we embrace “mistakes” as part of life, and we learn to move through those mistakes, and beyond them. We want our students to be able to draw as a secondary means of communication, to relish in the creative process, and to learn how to design creative solutions when we make "mistakes". Firefly Art will have 3 classes just for 1st and 2nd graders and 3 classes just for 3rd-8th graders.

- We are offering Chess Academy because we do not want student to just play chess, we want them to LEARN chess. Students will discover the legendary game of chess and engage in a rich learning process that can help improve memory, focus, and patience. Together we will master openings, endgames, strategy, and tactics. The question is not whether you want your child to be good at chess, but if you want your child to develop the skills they need to achieve their future educational goals. Our proven class structure helps children learn and enjoy chess in a fun-filled environment. Chess Academy will have 6 classes just for 3rd – 8th graders. Classes will run from 3:30-4:30.

Each class will have 15 spaces available--so parents, you MUST sign your child up. We will not have space for any students not signed up. The FINAL DAY TO SIGN UP is Friday, January 18th.